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The Challenges of Early Season Gardening 
Chatting about weather isn’t just small talk when it comes to organic vegetable 
gardening.  Weather can make or break a growing season or the success of certain 
crops.  Soggy spring soil, relentless rain, short springs, droughts, woeful weeds, pesky 
pests and multiplying mildew challenge even the most experienced gardeners. 
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like toting a heaping garden harvest into your 
kitchen to give you the satisfaction that comes 
from self-reliance.  So, no matter what gardening 
challenges crop up for you, don’t be tempted to 
throw up your arms in defeat. The most 
advanced gardeners will tell you they never stop 
learning.   
 
And we ALL are definitely continuing to learn! 

Growing your own food using organic methods is one of the single best things you 
can do for the health of you, your family and our environment. Plus, there’s nothing 
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The fungus that causes early blight is prevalent wherever tomatoes are 
grown.  This fungus overwinters on tomato plant debris left in the garden 
and their spores can then spread to tomatoes in spring via wind or rain, 
but they need wet leaf surfaces to germinate and grow. 

 The debate on how best to handle sightings of powdery mildew before it spreads quickly 
throughout the garden continues. We regularly consult with a group of area community gardens to learn 
from their common group-garden experiences.  We have also consulted our Master Gardener friend, 
Cheryl Pytlarz, and other trusted organic gardening websites that all tout the merits of using copper 
soap fungicide.  We purchased this liquid and have used it a few times, spraying weekly on the garden’s 
squash, pumpkin, and cantaloupe (-type) plants.  It appears to be slowing an outbreak. 
 Throughout these weeks, our research has continued and new information has encouraged us to 
halt spraying with the organic fungicide as it has the potential to negatively impact our soil’s food web 
including earthworms and microorganisms. 
 As we reported last year, baking soda (1 teaspoon per quart of water, with a few drops of liquid, 
non-detergent soap added to help it stick to the leaves) is an old and trusted intervention.  
 Several Internet sources also mention a milk spray as a remedy that performed as well in studies 
as fungicide. Dilute milk at a 1:2 ratio to water and add a dab of Castile soap; spray in the morning 
 Destroying/pruning the affected plants as they show signs of the disease is a highly effective 
treatment—but this must be done very carefully to prevent the spread of the fungus spores.  Remove 
and immediately bag all affected leaves/plants – do not lay infected vegetation on the soil before 
discarding.  Clean your scissors before pruning other healthy plants.  

In early summer, brown spots will develop on the lowest leaves.  Leaf 
tissues between the spots may turn yellow before the leaf eventually 
withers.  In most cases, damage will be limited to the lower 1/3 of tomato 
plants (where conditions are more damp), and these plants may manage 
to produce a good crop.   
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